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Folded road and travel map. Distinguishes roads from primary paved roads to minor roads and

tracks, with distances in kilometers. Color changes show elevation levels. Shows trails, railways,

airports, ports, bus stations, gasoline stations, post offices, medical facilities, telephones,

accommodations, museums, points of interest, archaeological sites, mines, beaches, hiking, more.

Icons distinguish international airports, domestic airports and landing strips. Index of places;

overview of the country, people, and national parks and reserves. Color photos. Latitude/longitude

grid. With city maps of Lilongwe and Blantyre. City maps show markets; parking; libraries; banks;

schools; museums; points of interest; accommodations; medical facilities; post offices; gasoline; bus

stations; embassies; places of worship. Main map scale 1:900,000. Distances in kilometers and

miles.
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ITMB Publishing (International Travel Maps and Books) of Vancouver, Canada, has published

detailed reference and travel maps of countries, regions, and cities around the world since 1985.

The company's titles include many that are unique or the first of their kind, including the first

commercially available travel map of South America.

Only thing keeping me from giving it 5 stars is that a lot of village names are left off -- and there's

room for them. In fact, you get a lot more village names from Google Maps than are printed here,

but it's hard to access Google Maps in the middle of nowhere.All in all, I'm very satisfied.



We used this map to plan and conduct fieldwork in Malawi. One advantage of the map is that you

get a full map of the country on one side, so there is no need to turn it over. The markings are clear

and accurate. Reliable except in the finest details (which you will need to ground-truth anyway).

My husband used this map when traveling to Malawi to visit his daughter who was in the Peace

Corps in Malawi. It is a great map to learn the overview of the country, regions, etc... If traveling to

"non tourist" type places please coordinate with whom you are visiting to ensure you get to the

correct spot!
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